Privacy Policy
General
The IWM 2022 event website, managed by Marick is designed to provide visitors
with information regarding the IWM 2022 event. Marick is committed to protecting
your privacy and complies with the principles of the relevant data protection
regulations.
This privacy policy explains how and why we collect your personal data and how it is
used.

Use of Cookies
Like many other websites, we use cookies and “Google Analytics” to collect
information about use of this site.
Google Analytics collects information such as how often users visit this site, what
pages they visit when they do so, the IP address assigned to the user on the date
they visit this site and what other sites they used prior to coming to this site. This is
statistical data about users’ browsing actions and patterns and does not identify any
individual. We use the information we get from Google Analytics solely to improve
this site. Google’s ability to use and share information collected by Google Analytics
about your visits to this site is restricted by the Google Analytics Terms of
Use (as amended for government websites) and the Google Privacy Policy.
As part of Google Analytics, we sometimes place small data files on your browsing
device, known as cookies. Cookies can also help us measure how people use the
website, so we can improve it and make sure it works properly. Although Google
Analytics plants a permanent cookie on your web browser to identify you as a unique
user the next time you visit this site, the cookie cannot be used by anyone but
Google.
If you do not wish to share the fact that you visited our site (and any other sites)
with Google, you can install the official browser plugin for blocking Google Analytics.
If you choose, you can also disable cookies in the preferences settings in
your web browser.
For more information on Google Analytics, please visit Google Analytics.

Links to websites
The IWM 2022 event website may provide links to third party websites not controlled
by them. It is recommended that visitors check the specific privacy statements of
any linked sites before providing any information of a personal nature to such sites.

Copyright
All materials and resources shown on this website are the copyright of Marick
Communications Ltd.

Personal Data we collect
Marick will respect and protect the privacy of visitors to the IWM 2022 event
website. Visitor-specific information of a personal nature is normally not collected.
However, the website may provide a registration form, contact us button and e-mail
address to permit visitor communication. When a visitor communicates with Marick
via the website, a record of the visitor’s e-mail address and name (if provided) will
be maintained. Please note that any data voluntarily submitted will be processed
according to the GDPR laws, and you have the right to access, amend, or delete
your details at any point.
We will keep your data on record for a maximum of two years, or until we seek
permission again, whichever occurs first. You can request to be removed at any
point.

How we use personal data
We will use your e-mail to respond appropriately. This may be to respond to you or
to address issues you may identify, or to notify you of our services (if you have
chosen to be notified).
All visitor-specific information of a personal nature that is collected will be
maintained in the records of Marick in either hard copy or electronic form. Marick will
not, under normal circumstances, provide any visitor-specific information of a
personal nature to any third party. Visitors may request a modification or deletion of
their personal information by letter or email and Marick will use reasonable efforts to
comply with such requests.

Who we share personal data with and why
Notwithstanding the foregoing, Marick will treat any information supplied by visitors
to the website as non-proprietary or non-confidential. Marick also assumes that all
information is provided with the permission of the actual owner of the information.

Your data and your rights
Personal data shall be processed in accordance with the rights of data subjects
under this Act. The rights of individuals that it refers to are:

•
•
•
•
•
•

a right of access to a copy of the information comprised in their personal
data;
a right to object to processing that is likely to cause or is causing damage or
distress;
a right to prevent processing for direct marketing;
a right to object to decisions being taken by automated means;
a right in certain circumstances to have inaccurate personal data rectified,
blocked, erased or destroyed; and
a right to claim compensation for damages caused by a breach of the Act.

How you can access / update / withdraw your information
You can withdraw or amend your consent at any time. To correct your personal
information, to send an “opt-out” message, or if you have questions or concerns
about Marick’s privacy policy, you may contact Marick as follows:
Email: hello@marickpartners.co.uk
Post:
Data Controller
Marick
18 Modwen Road
Waters Edge Business Park
Salford Quays
Manchester
M53EZ

Contacting us
In the first instance questions regarding any of the information provided on this
website or the privacy statement should be sent to: hello@marickpartners.co.uk.

